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Abstract. A binary Coulomb collision algorithm is developed for 
weighted particle simulations employing Monte Carlo techniques. 
Charged particles within a given spatial grid cell are pair-wise 
scattered, explicitly conserving momentum and implicitly 
conserving energy. A similar algorithm developed by Takizuka 
and Abe [1977] conserves momentum and energy provided the 
particles are unweighted (each particle representing equal 
fractions of the total particle density). If applied as is to 
simulations incorporating weighted particles, the plasma 
temperatures equilibrate to an incorrect temperature, as compared 
to theory. Using the appropriate pairing statistics, a Coulomb 
collision algorithm is developed for weighted particles. The 
algorithm conserves energy and momentum and produces the 
appropriate relaxation time scales as compared to theoretical 
predictions. Such an algorithm is necessary for future work 
studying self-consistent multi-species kinetic transport. 

1. Introduction 

The plasma medium, such as the ionosphere or plasmasphere, 
consists of electrons, ions, neutral atoms and molecules whose 
interaction is complex and at times difficult to understand 
completely. Particle simulations, however, can offer detailed 
information describing some of the interactions between the 
plasma constituents. Recently, particle simulations have been 
used to investigate polar outflow from the ionosphere [Wilson, 
1992b; Miller et al., 1993b], and plasmaspheric refilling [ Wilson 
et al., 1992a; Miller et al., 1993a]. These simulations are hybrid 
in nature, kinetic ions and fluid electrons, and incorporate 
Coulomb collisions through a binary Coulomb collision algorithm 
developed by Takizuka and Abe [1977, hereafter referred to as 
TA77]. Miller et al. [1993a, b] and Wilson et al. [1992a] modeled 
plasmaspheric refilling where Coulomb collisions alter the 
ballistic trajectories of ions, trapping H + in the plasmasphere, and 
thereby initiating the refilling of the plasmasphere. In order to 
simulate the actual flux from the ionosphere, for plasmaspheric 
refilling, each H + simulation particle corresponds to thousands of 
real particles. These hybrid simulations use unweighted particles 
where the simulation particles share equally the total particle 
density. Under these circumstances, the collision model of TA77 
yields momentum and energy relaxation rates which agree quite 
favorably with theoretical predictions for early times, conserving 
momentum explicitly and energy implicitly. 

In many plasma environments, however, simulation particles 
must be weighted in order to have good particle statistics while 
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also not exceeding hardware limitations. A typical example can 
be found in the ionosphere where, depending on ionospheric 
condition, the O* density can be more than two orders of 
magnitude greater than the H + density at 800 km. For these 
conditions, weighted particle simulations would best model the 
plasma environment. Wilson [1992b] modeled the topside 
collisional-to-collisionless transition region but considered H + as 
the only dynamic test particle species, while the O + species was 
considered a fixed field particle in diffusive equilibrium. The O + 
density was an order of magnitude greater than the H + density; 
however, because O * was not a dynamic species, the simulation 
particles were not weighted. If Coulomb collisions are an 
important physical process which must be included, a new 
collision algorithm must be developed which is valid for weighted 
particles, enabling in theory a self-consistent solution for both H* 
and O*. 

In this paper, we present a new collisional model including the 
effect of small angle Coulomb collisions between different 
weighted populations, which will be used in future studies of self- 
consistent multi-species kinetic transport. By careful 
consideration of pairing statistics, an algorithm can be developed 
so as to have the proper relaxation rates as compared to the 
unweighted simulation (TA77), along with conserving momentum 
and energy. Several plasma simulations are performed, varying 
the particle weightings and showing good agreement with theory. 

2. Theory 
2.1 Takizuka and Abe Collision Model 

A binary collision algorithm was developed for Coulomb 
collisions, employing Monte Carlo techniques, in 1-D3v by TA77. 
The charged particles, in each spatial grid cell, are scattered off of 
each other, pair-wise, in the rest frame of the target particle, 
explicitly conserving momentum and implicitly conserving 
energy. The process is computationally intensive, but accurately 
models the exchange of energy and momentum between the 
colliding species. The procedure is to randomly pair particles in 
the same grid cell and to compute the deflection of their relative 
velocity, corresponding to that which would result from the 
cumulative effect of many small angle collisions experienced in a 
time At. The determination of the pairs is performed in two steps 
as discussed in TA77. Firstly, self-collisions are performed 
requiring each species in a given cell to be paired with itself. 
After self-collisions are taken into account, unlike collisions are 
performed by pairing unlike particles in each cell. For each 
pairing, the variable õ=tan(19/2) (where t9 is the angular deflection 
of u) is chosen randomly from a Gaussian distributed with zero 
mean. The variance used in determining õ is given by 

2 2 2 2 3 

< 82 >= ea%nt.)•At/ ) •x [• refer to (8•rœ0ma•u where and 
different species, œ0 is the permitivity of vacuum, nt. is the lower 
density between n, and n b, u is the relative velocity between 
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species ct and [1, m al • is the reduced mass, and • denotes the 
Coulomb logarithm. The change in velocity due to a binary 
collision can be determined given/5 (see equation 4, TA77), while 
the total velocities are updated using 

v t+At t+At t )Ava.j and I•.J v•j =v•j +(ma5/m a =v•,j-(ma5/m•)Av•,j 
for species {x and [5, with j corresponding to the spatial direction. 
TA77 performed several plasma simulations examining 
momentum and temperature relaxation and found good agreement 
between theory and numerical simulation. 

2.2 Binary Coulomb Collision Algorithm for Weighted 
Particle Simulations 

Consider a plasma where the two species have equal masses, 
ma=ml•--m, the same fraction of the total density, n•--n•--n/2, but 
species {x has twice as many simulation particles as species 
Na=2N$. For this case, 1 simulation particle of species 
represents twice as much of the density as 1 simulation particle of 
species Ix. When colliding these particles, using the binary 
algorithm of TA77, momentum is transferred between both 
species equally, even though one simulation particle is in a sense 2 
times "larger" than the other, violating conservation of momentum 
and, subsequently, conservation of energy. The simplest way to 
correct this problem is to collide the particles, "kicking" the 
lighter particle all the time while "kicking" the heavier particle a 
fraction of the time, corresponding to the inverse weight of the 
heavier particle. This "rejection" method introduces a probability 
for colliding the heavier particles and is a common trick employed 
in Monte Carlo simulations. It assures that the microphysics is 
accurately represented, while macroscopic energy and momentum 
are conserved on the average By comparing a random number (r) 
to the inverse weight, a binary probability is calculated which 
determines whether momentum is transferred to the heavier 

species, i.e., P = 1 for r < 1/w and P = 0 for r > 1/w. Since we 
normalize the weights to the lightest species, P=I for the lighter 
species for all times. Given this scenario, the updated particle 
velocities are modified to include the probability factor and can be 

t+At t 

written as vaj = vaj +Pa(m•/ma)Avaj and 
vt+At _ V t •.j - Oj - r• (m• / m•)Av•j. For the case discussed above, 
where species I• is twice as large as species •, Pa = 1 for all times 
while PO = 1 or P• = 0 provided the random number satisfies r < 
0.5 or r > 0.5, respectively. The methodology conserves energy 
and momentum on an average and has been used successfully in 
modeling cloud-cloud collisions in stellar dynamics (Roberts and 
Stewart [1987] and references therein). Without this probability 
factor, one would transfer too much momentum to the heavier 

particles (since they are weighted) and, subsequently, momentum 
and energy would not be conserved. 

A weighting factor must also appear in the expression for the 
variance of õ which comes from under-colliding or over-colliding 
the plasma particles in the weighted system. The introduction of 
this weight can be seen by comparing the pairing statistics 
between an unweighted and weighted particle simulation. Table 1 
contains the corresponding collision pairs for an unweighted 

plasma of N a=N•=4000 particles and a weighted plasma of 
Na=3N•=6000 particles (note: each species still represents half of 
the total density). In the weighted simulation, the number of • 
collision has increased with a decrease in I• and • collisions. 
Hence, the magnitude of <õ2> must decrease for • collision and 
increase for •xl• and • • collision in order to have the same 
cumulative scattering, along with a similar relaxation time scale, 
as in the unweighted particle simulation. 

Generalizing the problem for an arbitrary number of simulation 

Table 1' Comparison of possible collision pairs for 
unweighted and weight particle simulations. 

Collision Pairs Unweighted Particles Weighted Particles 

NwrN•--4000/4000=-I Na/N•=6000f2000=3 
Nlzot 1000 1500 

•[515 1000 500 
• 1000 1500 1000 500 

, 

particles per plasma population, and for when each species may 
represent a different fraction of the total particle density, the total 
number of collision pairs in the unweighted simulation can be 
determined as 

= 0+ = 0+ 

N[Ia = (1 + Z) 2 NItIt = (1 + Z) 2 
where, for the weighted simulation, the collision pairs become 

(N/2)r,Z w 
N• = (l+ r, )(l+ z) Na• = (l + r, )(l+ z) 

where N is •e totM nm•r of p•ticles, g=de•i• r•io•n• 
•d r•=s••on p•cle ratio=N• •. •e a•ve co.sion p•s 
were detem• by co•e•ing •e tot• numbe• of s•ulation 
p•cles •d by p•g •viduM p•ficles •om • ensemble. By 
fomg ratios of •e weighrod to unweighmd collision paks, i.e., 

w w w 
collision weighu •e produced measuring •e chmge • •e 
numar of collisions for •e weighted simulation. Us•g •e 
p•meters given • Table 1, •e weigh• •come w• = 3/2, 

w•=1/2, w•=3/2 •d w•=1/2 with •=1. These 
weiCu •ply •at • •e weighted s•ulation (1) 3/2 too may 
aa ml•sio• •c•, (2) a• co•io• •e 1• • frequen• (3) • 
ml•sio• •e 3/2 • frequen• •d (4) 1/2 • m•y • •siom 
o• • • •e •weighted s•ulafion. 

Two mo•ficatio• m•t • p•fomed on •e expression for •e 
v•ce (1) • order m courtly de•ri• Coulomb coll•ion • a 
weighted pl•ma s•ulation. •e •st m•ificadon is due to •e 
ch•ge • the numbe• of scatte•g events fo• a weighted 
s•ulafion (see Table 1). If •e number of scattering events 
•creases by "w", •en <$2> must d•rease by this facto• 
produc•g •e appropriate rel•ation t•e scales (note: the 
magffimde of < • • •o•rfio• to •e ram m which •e pl•ma 
•u•ibrat•). •e v•i•ce is repla•d • •ee new expressio• 
for •e v•i•ce depending on •e p•r•g of •e s•cies, i.e., 

< •2 >•=< •2 >/w•, < •2 >•=< •2 >•=< •2 >/(w•w•) 
•d < •2 >•=< •2 >/w•. P•ng statistics •e res•nsible for 
ß e •cond modification of •e v•ce where •e low• de•i•, 
n L, is replac• by •e mtM de•ity. UnUke TA77, a• p•ticles • a 
giv• cell, •de•ndent of •e s•cies •, ae pair• only once 
•d •en scalered us•g •e modified v ai•ces wi• •e total 
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density. This can introduce a substantial decrease in 
computational time as compared to TA77, while TA77 must sort 
due to species and cell location, then perform self-scattering (same 
species type) and unlike particle scattering (see TA77 for further 
details). 

The probability factors in the momentum exchange equations 
[P,• and P I•] are determined by normalizing to the smallest 
weighted species. If w•a > w •, then Pa=l with P •=1 for random 
numbers (r) such that r < w•bvaa, or P•--0 for r > w•/waa. 
Similarly, for w•l • >w a•, then P•=I with Pa=l for random numbers 
(r) such that r < waa/w •, or P •=0 for r > w aa/w •. 

3. Results 

In this section, the results primarily focus on the temperature 
relaxation of a multi-species plasma as presented in TA77. TA77 
consider two species, electrons and ions, initially at two different 
temperatures and compared the theoretical relaxation time scales 
to numerical time scales using their Coulomb collision model. 
We focus on one range of parameters (cf Figure 9b of TA77), 
however, the results are general and applicable to other parameter 
regimes. 

A single cell particle-in-cell simulation including Coulomb 
collisionsis used to investigate temperature equilibration for an 
electron-ion plasma. The particles are distributed uniformly 
within the cell and periodic boundary conditions are assumed. 
The simulation parameters for the density (n), temperature (T), 
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and mass (m) are the following, ni:=no=n, T i=2To. and mi----4m ø Figure 1. The equilibration of ion and electron temperatures for 
where the subscript 'T' and "e" refer to the ion and electron 
species, respectively. The total density was assumed to be 
n?=2n=l.0x 106 cm'3 with an electron temperature of To=200eV. 
The time step used in the simulations is At--0.001 v04 for a total of 
10000 time steps. All parameters remain constant in the 
simulations except for the number of simulation particles. The 
equilibration of temperatures can be expressed analytically with 
the following form 

d(Ti-To) 
dt =-2Voq (Ti-To) (1) 

where v•q = (8/3n m)(mo/mi)[1 + mo/m i ß (Ti/To)]-3/2v 0 is the 
temperature equilibration frequency with the collision frequency 

4 2 112 312 v0satisfying v 0 =e n)¾/(8•/•nœ0m o T o ). Equation (l) can be 
numerically integrated and compared to the relaxation rates 
obtained by using the collision algorithm. 

Figure 1 shows the temperature relaxation between ions and 
electrons, initially at different temperatures, as a function of 
normalized time. The simulation uses 30000 particles with 15000 
ions and 15000 electrons. Since the densities are the same, the 
electrons and ions have the same weighting which allows for a 
comparison between TA77 and the new weighted collision 
algorithm (hereafter referred to as MC94). Figure l a shows a 
comparison between the numerical relaxation rates from TA77 
(solid) and MC94 (dash-dot) and the theoretical predictions (do0 
for early times, t < 0.4 v04. The numerical and theoretical 
relaxation rates are approximately equal and are in good 
agreement with Figure 9b of TA77. However, as displayed in 
Figure l a and lb, the theoretical and numerical relaxation rates 
diverge times, t > 0.2 v o 4, where the numerical curves have a 
slower relaxation as compared to theoretical predictions. This 
dependence is not easily seen in Figure 9b of TA77 since TA77 
only use a total of 6000 particles. Using 30000 particles, Figure 1 

mi/mo--4, Tfl'o=2. Figure l a shows the early time (t < 0.4v04) 
temperature equilibration, while Figure lb corresponds to late 
time (t > 0.4v04). The theoretical prediction, (1), is the dashed 
curve whereas the solid curve is the TA77 simulation. 

show smooth divergence of TA77 and MC94 as early as 0.2 v0'• 
from the theoretical predictions. By 5.0 v0 -•, the three curves 
have approximately the same slope showing that the numerical 
schemes (MC94 and TA77) equilibrate slower than (1) but will 
produce the same asymptotic temperature as (1). 

As shown in Figure 1, the relaxation rates agree quite favorably 
for small times (Figure l a) for non-equilibrium conditions; 
however, for times greater than 0.2 v 04, the numerical and 
theoretical results diverge (Figure l a and lb). The reason for this 
discrepancy is due to the non-Maxwellian features which develop 
as the plasma starts to equilibrate. Equation (1) implicitly 
assumes Maxwellian particle distributions and that higher order 
moments can be neglected. Since the Coulomb cross section is 
highly velocity dependent, the particle distributions do not 
maintain a Maxwellian form during the energy exchange process. 
Hence, (1) does not suitable describe the equilibration process 
except for very early or very late times. This same behavior was 
found by TA77 but never discussed because they focused on early 
time scales dynamics (see Figure 8 of TA77). In the future, the 
numerical schemes should be compared to higher order moment 
calculations or Fokker-Planck solutions as a further test for the 

range of validity and application. 
Concentrating on early time dynamics and using MC94, Figure 2 

shows temperature equilibration rates for three different 
weightings as a function of normalized time. The theoretical 
prediction, (1), corresponds to the dashed curve while the 
numerical cases have the following weightings: (1) the solid curve 
has r•=15000/15000=1, (2) the dot-dash curve has 
r•=22500/7500=3, and (3) the dot-dot-dash curve has 
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Figure 2. The equilibration of ion and electron temperatures for 
weighted plasma simulations •iven mi/m,=4, and T/r,=2. The 
theoretical prediction is dashed with the numerical equilibration 
•iven by (1) a solid curve for r,=15000/15000, (2) a dot-dash 
curve for r,=22500/7500, and (3) a dot-dot-dash curve for 
r,=25000/5000. 

ra=25000/5000--5 where the total number of simulation particles 
is 30000 with X=I. The results agree so favorably that the curves 
are almost indistinguishable. The algorithm conserves energy and 
momentum and has the appropriate relaxation rates as compared 
to theory for early times. The numerical routine has been tested 
for various densities (X) and simulation particle ratios (r,) and 
found to agree with theory and TA77. 

simulations and is significantly faster (-- a factor of 2 or more) 
than TA77 for unweighted simulations. MC94 group all particles 
together only once and scatter the particles by pairing particles 
randomly regardless of the species type, thus MC94 include self 
collisions as well as unlike particle collisions at the same time. 
TA77, however, group and scatter each species (self-collisions) 
and then group and scatter unlike particles. MC94 was found to 
agree quite favorably with theoretical predictions (Figure 1 and 2) 
for early times, t < 0.4 v04, and with TA77 for all times provided 
the simulations are unweighted. 

A discrepancy between the theoretical predictions and the 
numerical results, using both MC94 and TA77, were obtained for 
times greater than 0.4 v04 and can be initially observed as early as 
0.2 v04. The theoretical predictions (1) are predicated on the 
assumption that higher order moments (heatflow etc...) are 
negligible and that the particle distributions remain near a 
Maxwellian as the plasma equilibrates. The Coulomb cross 
section is highly velocity dependent and, therefore, as the plasma 
equilibrates, non-Maxwellian features develop and the 
applicability of (1) is speculative. More research is needed in 
comparing MC94 and TA77 to either higher order fluid equations 
(energy equation including heatflow etc.) or to a Fokker-Planck 
solution to test the range of applicability for these binary 
numerical scattering algorithms. 
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4. Conclusion 

Many geophysical applications involve plasmas with densities 
which differ by orders of magnitude, such as in the modeling of 
ionospheric outflow and plasmaspheric refilling. Recently, kinetic 
simulations have been used to examine polar outflow and 
plasmaspheric refilling [Miller et al., 1993a; Miller et al., 1993b; 
Wilson et al., 1992a; Wilson, 1992b], incorporating the effects of 
Coulomb collisions using a method developed by TA77. The 
application of these kinetic simulations is limited to regions where 
the particle demities of each species are comparable. For particle 
densities which are not comparable, such as in the Earth's 
ionosphere, particle weighting is essential in order to efficiently 
simulate the plasma dynamics. Once weighted particles are used, 
the collisional algorithm of TA77 does not conserve energy and 
momentum. Thus, in order to perform a multi-species kinetic 
simulation of the Earth's ionosphere, or any geophysical region 
where collisional processes are important, a new Coulomb 
collision algorithm is needed which conserves energy and 
momentum. 

We have developed a weighted collision algorithm (MC94) 
which conserves energy and momentum, for arbitrary particle 
densities. By considering pairing statistics between the weighted 
and unweighted simulations, probability weights are determined 
and a "rejection" method used which allows for the numerical 
modeling of Coulomb collisions for arbitrary particle weighting. 
This algorithm is valid for unweighted as well as weighted 
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